
Changelog yuuvis RAD 8.10

Schlüssel Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

 ERA-8791 Calls to external HTTP are possible via Script-
API

As a developer of a workflow, I would like to be able to make an HTTP call to any external service 
from any workflow script. (Currently, only calls to yuuvis RAD services via the DMS sidecar are 
possible.)

Acceptance criteria:

If service property of the http class is not set, the path is used as-is to build the URL for the http 
call, thus allowing access to an arbitrary URL
If service property of the http class is set, then it will be used as before to access yuuvis RAD 
internal services and the resulting URL is built from service + path 

TUK-862 As an administrator, you are supported by an 
operation that prolongs the retention time for 
the found objects

As an administrator, you are supported by an operation that prolongs the retention time for the 
found objects so that I do not need a programmer for implementing such jobs using the REST-API.

Acceptance criteria:

The management studio offers an operation 'Prolong retention time'/Aufbewahrungsdauer 
verlängern'  in the node 'Repository operations'

The dialog for this operation looks and behaves similar to the archive operation.
The operation sets the via eSQL statement found objects to the calculated retention time given 
by the retention period to be added.
A report including errors is available (if retention cannot be prolonged, then this is recorded in 
a log).

 TUK-1196 As a user, you are supported by a 
differentiated error message if the 
personalization of a task failed

As a user, I want to be supported by a better errors description if the personalization of a task was 
not possible due to a server script issue so I inform the administrator better. 

Acceptance criteria:

The responded error code is additionally evaluated and shown to the user in a localized manner:
Status code "409 (Conflict)"

If necessary, it is possible to change to 500
Key: BPM_EVENT_SCRIPT_EXECUTION_ERROR"

en: "The server script execution failed."
de "Die Server-Script-Ausführung scheiterte."

 TUK-1214 As the system responsible, you are supported 
by dms and rendition sidecar services that are 
based on Spring Boot 2.7.0

As the system responsible, I am supported by services that are based on Spring Boot 2.7.0 so that 
we can get support in case of issues and that high CVEs are removed.

Remark: Version 2.5.x is out of support.

Acceptance criteria:

These services are based on 2.7.0:
rendition sidecar
dms sidecar

 TUK-1234 You are supported by English and German 
labels

As an administrator, I want to be supported by English and German labels so that I can understand 
what a read.

As a programmer, I want to be supported to get new keys that I have created added to the en.json 
and de.json with an empty label so that I can see which labels are missing and I can add them.

Acceptance criteria:

The labels for de and en are existing.

 TUK-1237 You are supported by your user profile image 
in the appbar including a menu

As a user, you are supported by your user profile image in the appbar so that you can see which 
account you have used to log in.

Acceptance criteria:

The user profile image is shown if given. Otherwise, the standard image is shown that is used by 
the client.
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 TUK-1246 As the system responsible, you are supported 
by services that are based on Spring Boot 
2.7.2 to get rid of critical CVEs

As the system responsible, I am supported by services that are based on Spring Boot 2.7.0 so that 
we can get support in case of issues.

Remark: Version 2.5.x is out of support.

Acceptance criteria:

These services are based on 2.7.2:
infrastructure services
gateway service
agent service
structure service
index service 
search service
template service
extraction service
ocr-service

These services will follow with yuuvis RAD 8.12: 
client-service
archive service
repository manager service

 TUK-1248 As a user, you are supported by folder title 
that is presented with a longer title before 
cutting it and showing '...'

As a user, I want to be supported by folder title that is presented with a longer title before cutting it 
and showing '...' so that I do not have to focus the folder getting the object details with a longer 
presented title.

Acceptance criteria:

Alternative one:
The tab is made longer so that a long title is displayed better.
Alternative two:
A tooltip is showing the complete title.

 TUK-1252 As a user, you are supported by a main menu 
showing an image and menu items

As a user, I want to be supported by a main menu showing an icon and menu items so that I can 
reach the view I want to work with.

Acceptance criteria:

The main menu shows the image that is in the client.
an X is offered for closing the menu. Hovering over it indicates that it can be clicked.

The menu is flat and shows all items which are currently given, but only 'Settings'/Einstellungen' 
is active the other ones are set inactive. The look and feel are similar to the client.

A 'Navigation'-Titel is given above the list of items.
The menu scrolls only the items, and the image is stable.

 TUK-1261 As a user, you are supported by a yR favicon 
and a title for each view

As a user, I want to be supported by a yR favicon and a title for each view so that I can better find 
my tab beneath others in the browser.

Acceptance criteria:

There is a tab title for each view
There is a favicon with a tooltip showing the tab title similar to the client. 
The dashboard view shown 'yuuvis(r) RAD management studio ng'

 

 TUK-1270 As a user, you are supported by a settings 
view

As a user, I want to be supported by a view where I can configure my app.

Acceptance criteria:

There is a header showing the user profile data similar to the client including the buttons for 
switching the absence status.
There is an empty body that will be extended step by step in the future

 TUK-1292 As an administrator, you can configure 
additional addresses for the IP-Filter that 
controls the system-user access

As an administrator, I want to be able to configure additional addresses for the IP-Filter that 
controls the system-user access.

Acceptance criteria:

The IP-Filter can be extended by a list of IP-addresses and hostnames that are allowed to 
access the dms-sidecar as well.
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 TUK-1295 As an administrator, you can configure a 
pattern that determines the domain name to 
be used in NTLM environments

As an administrator, I want to be able to configure a pattern that determines the domain name to be 
used in NTLM environments so that usernames that are synchronized to yuuvis RAD and including 
domain informs are handled well during authentication.

Hint: During the authentication, NTLM transmits the domain name which can be different from that 
that was saved via AD sync.

Acceptance criteria:

It is possible to configure this pattern in the gateway-prod.yml:
authentication.ntlm.usersubstitutionpattern: ${USER}@${DOMAIN}.local
example:
NTLM transmits: os/testname
After transformation, it fits the string saved in the yuuvis RAD user management: testname@os.

local

 TUK-1320 As an administrator, you are supported by a 
default log-config writing the security-audit-log 
into a separate log file

As an administrator, I want to be supported that the default log-config is writing the security-audit-
log in a separate log file.

Acceptance criteria:

the default log-config is so configured that the security-audit-log is written in the separate log file 

14 Vorgänge
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